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The Reformation in English Towns, 1500-1640 - John Craig 1998-08-24
This volume seeks to address a relatively neglected subject in the field of English reformation studies: the
reformation in its urban context. Drawing on the work of a number of historians, this collection of essays
will seek to explore some of the dimensions of that urban stage and to trace, using a mixture of detailed
case studies and thematic reflections, some of the ways in which religious change was both effected and
affected by the activities of townsmen and women.
Women, Reform and Community in Early Modern England - Melissa Franklin-Harkrider 2008
A study of one of the most influential women of her day has much to reveal about the developments which
shaped the English Reformation.
The People and the Book - Caroline Litzenberger 2022-10-21
This book tells the story of the people’s experience in dealing with profound changes in religion during the
English Reformation. Continental Protestantism influenced the changing nature of English religion, but
Catholicism was still the familiar old religion. Official religious policy swung back and forth between
different forms of Protestantism and Catholicism, probably causing some to experience some form of
spiritual whiplash. But, most clung to their old, familiar faith. Official religious policies provide the
backdrop for this story with the people taking the lead. Over time, especially during Elizabeth I’s reign,
Protestantism became more familiar, leading most people to accept some form of that new religion by the
end of her reign. However, religion continued to change, or at least to shift in subtle ways. And so, the
book’s story doesn’t end with Elizabeth’s death. It continues through key religious developments in England
and beyond, answering the question of how the church of Elizabeth’s day became the global Anglican
church of today.
Enforcing the English Reformation in Ireland - James Murray 2011-07-21
This text examines the efforts of the Tudor regime to implement the English Reformation in Ireland during
the sixteenth century.
Religion and the Early Modern State - James D. Tracy 2004-10-25
How did state power impinge on the religion of the ordinary person? This perennial issue has been
sharpened as historians uncover the process of 'confessionalization' or 'acculturation', by which officials of
state and church collaborated in ambitious programs of Protestant or Catholic reform, intended to change
the religious consciousness and the behaviour of ordinary men and women. In the belief that specialists in
one area of the globe can learn from the questions posed by colleagues working in the same period in other
regions, this volume sets the topic in a wider framework. Thirteen essays, grouped in themes affording
parallel views of England and Europe, Tsarist Russia, and Ming China, show a spectrum of possibilities for
what early modern governments tried to achieve by regulating religious life, and for how religious
communities evolved in new directions, either in keeping with or in spite of official injunctions.
Church and Politics During the English Reformation - Jaretha Joy Jimena-Palmer PhD 2017-11-29
This is a literary study of the seventeenth-century pamphlets and sermons delivered to the Long Parliament
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by Stephen Marshall, a leading English Puritan. Marshall was known as preacher to the Long Parliament
and for his participation in the further reformation of the English Church in the 1640s. His understanding
of the role of civil magistracy was deeply rooted in his concept of the English Reformation. He was
convinced that the constitutional changes during the sixteenth-century English Reformation defined the
role of civil magistrates. The King became the Supreme Head of the English Church, and the civil
magistracy consisting of King-or-Queen-in Parliament had the responsibility to spearhead the reformation
of the English Church. He also insisted that restoring godly preaching and teaching in every local church
would eventually complete the English Reformation. Marshall also argued that the Henrician schism paved
the way for England to become a Christian Commonwealth where the Church is lodged, whose
characteristic was the unity among the people of God. This implied that in England, Presbyterians,
Independents, and Erastians all belonged to one body of Jesus Christ, the Head of the Church. In a
Christian Commonwealth, civil magistracy was a divine institution and had the highest power of ordering
and governing the church, according to Marshall. It was the civil magistracys responsibility to protect and
to take care of Gods people in all godliness. And in order to do so, magistrates should be rightly informed
from the Word of God. Though Marshall showed his opposition to King Charles Is political innovation that
precipitated an unfortunate war in 1642, his vision of a Christian Commonwealth where English magistracy
consisting of the King-or-Queen-in-Parliament did not change. If the king could be persuaded to agree with
the ecclesiastical reform Puritans proposed through Parliament, he would still be an instrument of reform.
The Puritans - David D. Hall 2021-04-06
"Shedding critical new light on the diverse forms of Puritan belief and practice in England, Scotland, and
New England, Hall provides a multifaceted account of a cultural movement that judged the Protestant
reforms of Elizabeth's reign to be unfinished"--Provided by publisher.
Monks, Miracles and Magic - Helen L. Parish 2016-04-29
Helen L. Parish presents an innovative new study of Reformation attitudes to medieval Christianity,
revealing the process by which the medieval past was rewritten by Reformation propagandists. This
fascinating account sheds light on how the myths and legends of the middle ages were reconstructed,
reinterpreted, and formed into a historical base for the Protestant church in the sixteenth century. Crossing
the often artificial boundary between medieval and modern history, Parish draws upon a valuable selection
of writings on the lives of the saints from both periods, and addresses ongoing debates over the relationship
between religion and the supernatural in early modern Europe. Setting key case studies in a broad
conceptual framework, Monks, Miracles and Magic is essential reading for all those with an interest in the
construction of the Protestant church, and its medieval past.
Catholic Renewal and Protestant Resistance in Marian England - Vivienne Westbrook 2016-03-03
Mary Tudor's reign is regarded as a period where, within a short space of time, an early modern European
state attempted to reverse the religious policy of preceding governments. This required the use of
persuasion and coercion, of propaganda and censorship, as well as the controversial decision to revive an
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old statute against heresy. The efforts to renew Catholic worship and to revive Catholic education and
spirituality were fiercely opposed by a small but determined group of Protestants, who sought ways of
thwarting the return of Catholicism. The battle between those seeking to renew Catholicism and those
determined to resist it raged for the full five years of Mary's reign. This volume brings together eleven
authors from different disciplines (English Literature, History, Divinity, and the History of the Book), who
explore the different policies undertaken to ensure that Catholicism could flourish once more in England.
The safety of the clergy and of the public at the Mass was of paramount importance, since sporadic unrest
took place early on. Steps were taken to ensure that reformist worship was stopped and that the country reembraced Catholic practices. This involved a number of short- and long-term plans to be enacted by the
regime. These included purging the universities of reformist ideas and ensuring the (re)education of both
the laity and the clergy. On a wider scale this was undertaken via the pulpit and the printing press. Those
who opposed the return to Catholicism did so by various means. Some retreated into exile, while others
chose the press to voice their objections, as this volume details. The regime's responses to the actions of
individuals and to the clandestine texts produced by their opposition come under scrutiny throughout this
volume. The work presented here also offers new insight into the role of King Philip and his Spanish
advisers. These essays therefore present a detailed assessment of the role of the Spanish who came with to
England as a result of the marriage of Philip and Mary. They also move away from the ongoing discussions
of 'persecution' seeking, rather, to present a more nuanced understanding of the regime's attempts to
renew and revive a nation of worshippers, and to eradicate the disease of heresy. They also look at the ways
those attempts were opposed by individuals at home and abroad, thereby providing a broad-ranging but
detailed assessment of both Catholic renewal and Protestant resistance during the years 1553-1558.
Faith and Fraternity - Laura Branch 2017-05-08
In Faith and Fraternity Laura Branch provides the first sustained comparative analysis of London’s livery
companies during the Reformation, and demonstrates how they retained a vibrant religious culture despite
their confessionally mixed membership.
Saving the Souls of Medieval London - Marie-Hélène Rousseau 2016-04-01
St Paul's Cathedral stood at the centre of religious life in medieval London. It was the mother church of the
diocese, a principal landowner in the capital and surrounding countryside, and a theatre for the enactment
of events of national importance. The cathedral was also a powerhouse of commemoration and intercession,
where prayers and requiem masses were offered on a massive scale for the salvation of the living and the
dead. This spiritual role of St Paul's Cathedral was carried out essentially by the numerous chantry priests
working and living in its precinct. Chantries were pious foundations, through which donors, clerks or lay,
male or female, endowed priests to celebrate intercessory masses for the benefit of their souls. At St Paul's
Cathedral, they were first established in the late twelfth century and, until they were dissolved in 1548,
they contributed greatly to the daily life of the cathedral. They enhanced the liturgical services offered by
the cathedral, increased the number of the clerical members associated with it, and intensified relations
between the cathedral and the city of London. Using the large body of material from the cathedral archives,
this book investigates the chantries and their impacts on the life, services and clerical community of the
cathedral, from their foundation in the early thirteenth century to the dissolution. It demonstrates the
flexibility and adaptability of these pious foundations and the various contributions they made to medieval
society; and sheds light on the men who played a role which, until the abolition of the chantries in 1548,
was seen to be crucial to the spiritual well-being of medieval London.
Domesticating the Reformation - Mary Hampson Patterson 2007
This book rescues three little-known bestsellers of the English Reformation and employs them in an
examination of intellectual and religious revolution. How did sixteenth-century English Protestant manuals
of private devotion - often to be read aloud - stream continental theology into the domestic contexts of
parish, school, and home? Patterson elucidates ideological programs presented in key texts in light of
evolving patterns of public and private worship; she also considers the processes of transmission by which
complex doctrinal debates were packaged for cultivating an everyday piety in a confusing age of
inflammatory, politicized religion. It is in the most prosaic challenges of daily realities, that the deepest
opportunities lie for experiencing the divine. Intersecting issues of piety, rhetoric, and the devotional life of
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the home, this book brings to life reformists' endeavors to guide popular responses to the Protestant
revolution itself.
Religious Space in Reformation England - Susan Guinn-Chipman 2015-10-06
The dissolution of the monasteries in England during the 1530s began a turbulent period of religious
restructuring. Focusing on the counties of Wiltshire and Cheshire, Guinn-Chipman looks at the changing
nature of religion over the next two centuries.
A Country Merchant, 1495-1520 - Christopher Dyer 2012-05-17
Around 1500 England's society and economy had reached a turning point. After a long period of slow
change and even stagnation, an age of innovation and initiative was in motion, with enclosure, voyages of
discovery, and new technologies. It was an age of fierce controversy, in which the government was fearful
of beggars and wary of rebellions. The 'commonwealth' writers such as Thomas More were sharply critical
of the greed of profit hungry landlords who dispossessed the poor. This book is about a wool merchant and
large scale farmer who epitomises in many ways the spirit of the period. John Heritage kept an account
book, from which we can reconstruct a whole society in the vicinity of Moreton-in-Marsh, Gloucestershire.
He took part in the removal of a village which stood in the way of agricultural 'improvement', ran a large
scale sheep farm, and as a 'woolman' spent much time travelling around the countryside meeting with
gentry, farmers, and peasants in order to buy their wool. He sold the fleeces he produced and those he
gathered to London merchants who exported through Calais to the textile towns of Flanders. The wool
growers named in the book can be studied in their native villages, and their lives can be reconstructed in
the round, interacting in their communities, adapting their farming to new circumstances, and arranging
the building of their local churches. A Country Merchant has some of the characteristics of a biography, is
part family history, and part local history, with some landscape history. Dyer explores themes in economic
and social history without neglecting the religious and cultural background. His central concerns are to
demonstrate the importance of commerce in the period, and to show the contribution of peasants to a
changing economy.
Christianity and Community in the West - Simon Ditchfield 2017-03-02
How did Christians in early modern Western Europe express their sense of community? This book explores
the various ways in which religious identities were defined, developed and defended - within both
Protestant and Roman Catholic contexts, in England and on the Continent - over a period vital for the
history of Christianity. As such it will be of interest not only to historians of religion but also to students of
social and cultural history in general.
A Century of Theological and Religious Studies in Britain, 1902-2002 - Ernest Nicholson 2003
The essays in this volume give an account of how the agenda for theology and religious studies was set and
reset throughout the twentieth century - by rapid and at times cataclysmic changes (wars, followed by
social and academic upheavals in the 1960s), by new movements of thought, by a bounty of archaeological
discoveries, and by unprecedented archival research. Further new trends of study and fresh approaches
(existentialist, Marxian, postmodern) have in more recent years generated new quests and horizons for
reflection and research. Theological enquiry in Great Britain was transformed in the late nineteenth
century through the gradual acceptance of the methods and results of historical criticism. New agendas
emerged in the various sub-disciplines of theology and religious studies. Some of the issues raised by
biblical criticism, for example Christology and the 'quest of the historical Jesus', were to remain topics of
controversy throughout the twentieth century. In other important and far-reaching ways, however, the
agendas that seemed clear in the early part of the century were abandoned, or transformed and replaced,
not only as a result of new discoveries and movements of thought, but also by the unfolding events of a
century that brought the appalling carnage and horror of two world wars. Their aftermath brought a
shattering of inherited world views, including religious world views, and disillusion with the optimistic trust
in inevitable progress that had seemed assured in many quarters and found expression in widely influential
'liberal' theological thought of the time. The centenary of the British Academy in 2002 has provided a most
welcome opportunity for reconsidering the contribution of British scholarship to theological and religious
studies in the last hundred years.
Urban Society and Monastic Lordship in Reading, 1350-1600 - Joe Chick 2022-12-13
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Interrogates the standard view of turbulent and violent town-abbey relations through a combination of
traditional and new research techniques.
The Guild and Guild Buildings of Shakespeare's Stratford - J.R. Mulryne 2016-03-09
The guild buildings of Shakespeare’s Stratford represent a rare instance of a largely unchanged set of
buildings which draw together the threads of the town’s civic life. With its multi-disciplinary perspectives
on this remarkable group of buildings, this volume provides a comprehensive account of the religious,
educational, legal, social and theatrical history of Stratford, focusing on the sixteenth century and Tudor
Reformation. The essays interweave with one another to provide a map of the complex relationships
between the buildings and their history. Opening with an investigation of the Guildhall, which served as the
headquarters of the Guild of the Holy Cross until the Tudor Reformation, the book explores the building’s
function as a centre of local government and community law and as a place of entertainment and education.
It is beyond serious doubt that Shakespeare was a school boy here, and the many visits to the Guildhall by
professional touring players during the latter half of the sixteenth-century may have prompted his acting
and playwriting career. The Guildhall continues to this day to house a school for the education of
secondary-level boys. The book considers educational provision during the mid sixteenth century as well as
examining the interaction between touring players and the everyday politics and social life of Stratford. At
the heart of the volume is archaeological and documentary research which uses up-to-date analysis and
new dendrochronological investigations to interpret the buildings and their medieval wall paintings as well
as proposing a possible location of the school before it transferred to the Guildhall. Together with extensive
archival research into the town’s Court of Record which throws light on the commercial and social activities
of the period, this rich body of research brings us closer to life as it was lived in Shakespeare’s Stratford.
Charity and Lay Piety in Reformation London, 1500–1620 - Claire S. Schen 2017-03-02
The degree to which the English Protestant Reformation was a reflection of genuine popular piety as
opposed to a political necessity imposed by the country's rulers has been a source of lively historical debate
in recent years. Whilst numerous arguments and documentary sources have been marshalled to explain
how this most fundamental restructuring of English society came about, most historians have tended to
divide the sixteenth century into pre and post-Reformation halves, reinforcing the inclination to view the
Reformation as a watershed between two intellectually and culturally opposed periods. In contrast, this
study takes a longer and more integrated approach. Through the prism of charity and lay piety, as
expressed in the wills and testaments taken from selected London parishes, it charts the shifting religious
ideas about salvation and the nature and causes of poverty in early modern London and England across a
hundred and twenty year period. Studying the evolution of lay piety through the long stretch of the period
1500 to 1620, Claire Schen unites pre-Reformation England with that which followed, helping us
understand how 'Reformations' or a 'Long Reformation' happened in London. Through the close study of
wills and testaments she offers a convincing cultural and social history of sixteenth century Londoners and
their responses to religious innovations and changing community policy.
Preaching During the English Reformation - Susan Wabuda 2002-11-21
This is a study of the religious culture of sixteenth-century England, centred around preaching, and is
concerned with competing forms of evangelism between humanists of the Roman Catholic Church and
emerging forms of Protestantism. More than any other authority, Erasmus refashioned the ideal of the
preacher. Protestant reformers adopted 'preaching Christ' as their strategy to promote the doctrine of
justification by faith. The apostolic traditions of the preaching chantries provided standards that evangelical
reformers used to supplant the mendicant friars in England. The late medieval cult of the Holy Name of
Jesus is explored: the pervasive iconography of its symbol 'IHS' became one of the attributes of moderate
Protestant belief. The book also offers fresh perspectives on fifteenth- and sixteenth-century figures on
every side of the doctrinal divide, including John Rotheram, John Colet, Hugh Latimer and Anne Boleyn.
The Dissolution of the Monasteries - James Clark 2021-11-02
The first account of the dissolution of the monasteries for fifty years—exploring its profound impact on the
people of Tudor England Shortly before Easter, 1540 saw the end of almost a millennium of monastic life in
England. Until then religious houses had acted as a focus for education, literary, and artistic expression and
even the creation of regional and national identity. Their closure, carried out in just four years between
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1536 and 1540, caused a dislocation of people and a disruption of life not seen in England since the
Norman Conquest. Drawing on the records of national and regional archives as well as archaeological
remains, James Clark explores the little-known lives of the last men and women who lived in England’s
monasteries before the Reformation. Clark challenges received wisdom, showing that buildings were not
immediately demolished and Henry VIII’s subjects were so attached to the religious houses that they kept
fixtures and fittings as souvenirs. This rich, vivid history brings back into focus the prominent place of
abbeys, priories, and friaries in the lives of the English people.
Commonwealth and the English Reformation - Ben Lowe 2017-03-02
Whilst much recent research has dealt with the popular response to the religious change ushered in during
the mid-Tudor period, this book focuses not just on the response to broad liturgical and doctrinal change,
but also looks at how theological and reform messages could be utilized among local leaders and civic
elites. It is this cohort that has often been neglected in previous efforts to ascertain the often elusive
position of the common woman or man. Using the Vale of Gloucester as a case study, the book refocuses
attention onto the concept of "commonwealth" and links it to a gradual, but long-standing dissatisfaction
with local religious houses. It shows how monasteries, endowed initially out of the charitable impulses of
elites, increasingly came to depend on lay stewards to remain viable. During the economic downturn of the
mid-Tudor period, when urban and landed elites refocused their attention on restoring the commonwealth
which they believed had broken down, they increasingly viewed the charity offered by religious houses as
insufficient to meet the local needs. In such a climate the Protestant social gospel seemed to provide a valid
alternative to which many people gravitated. Holding to scrutiny the revisionist revolution of the past
twenty years, the book reopens debate and challenges conventional thinking about the ways the traditional
church lost influence in the late middle ages, positing the idea that the problems with the religious houses
were not just the creation of the reformers but had rather a long history. In so doing it offers a more
complete picture of reform that goes beyond head-counting by looking at the political relationships and how
they were affected by religious ideas to bring about change.
Royal Priesthood in the English Reformation - Malcolm B. Yarnell III 2013-12-12
Royal Priesthood in the English Reformation assesses the understandings of the Christian doctrine of royal
priesthood, long considered one of the three major Reformation teachings, as held by an array of royal,
clerical, and popular theologians during the English Reformation. Historians and theologians often present
the doctrine according to more recent debates rather than the contextual understandings manifested by the
historical figures under consideration. Beginning with a radical reevaluation of John Wyclif and an incisive
survey of late medieval accounts, the book challenges the predominant presentation of the doctrine of royal
priesthood as primarily individualistic and anticlerical, in the process clarifying these other concepts. It also
demonstrates that the late medieval period located more religious authority within the monarchy than is
typically appreciated. After the revolutionary use of the doctrine by Martin Luther in early modern
Germany, it was wielded variously between and within diverse English royal, clerical, and lay factions
under Henry VIII and Edward VI, yet the Old and New Testament passages behind the doctrine were
definitely construed in a monarchical direction. With Thomas Cranmer, the English evangelical
presentation of the universal priesthood largely received its enduring official shape, but challenges came
from within the English magisterium as well as from both radical and conservative religious thinkers.
Under the sacred Tudor queens, who subtly and successfully maintained their own sacred authority, the
various doctrinal positions hardened into a range of early modern forms with surprising permutations.
Events that Changed Great Britain, from 1066 to 1714 - Frank W. Thackeray 2004
This unique resource describes and evaluates ten of the most important events in British history between
the Norman Conquest of 1066 and the Glorious Revolution of 1689 and its aftermath. A full chapter is
devoted to each event, and each chapter includes an introduction presenting factual information in a clear,
chronological order. Longer, interpretive essays explore the short-term and far-reaching ramifications of
the events. Coverage for each event also includes an annotated bibliography of works suitable for students
and a full-page illustration. A glossary of terms, a timeline of British history up to 1714, and a chronological
list of ruling houses and monarchs help students to better understand the major developments in modern
British history, along with their significance and long-term impact.
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Popular Politics and the English Reformation - Ethan H. Shagan 2003
Table of contents
Reformation in Britain and Ireland - Felicity Heal 2003
The study of the Reformation in England and Wales, Ireland and Scotland has usually been treated by
historians as a series of discrete national stories. Reformation in Britain and Ireland draws upon the
growing genre of writing about British History to construct an innovative narrative ofreligious change in
the four countries/three kingdoms. The text uses a broadly chronological framework to consider the
strengths and weaknesses of the pre-Reformation churches; the political crises of the break with Rome; the
development of Protestantism and changes in popular religious culture.The tools of conversion - the Bible,
preaching and catechising - are accorded specific attention, as is doctrinal change. It is argued that
political calculations did most to determine the success or failure of reformation, though the ideological
commitment of a clerical elite was also of centralsignificance.
Church Music and Protestantism in Post-Reformation England - Jonathan Willis 2016-05-23
'Church Music and Protestantism in Post-Reformation England' breaks new ground in the religious history
of Elizabethan England, through a closely focused study of the relationship between the practice of
religious music and the complex process of Protestant identity formation. Hearing was of vital importance
in the early modern period, and music was one of the most prominent, powerful and emotive elements of
religious worship. But in large part, traditional historical narratives of the English Reformation have been
distinctly tone deaf. Recent scholarship has begun to take increasing notice of some elements of Reformed
musical practice, such as the congregational singing of psalms in meter. This book marks a significant
advance in that area, combining an understanding of theory as expressed in contemporary religious and
musical discourse, with a detailed study of the practice of church music in key sites of religious worship.
Divided into three sections - 'Discourses', 'Sites', and 'Identities' - the book begins with an exploration of the
classical and religious discourses which underpinned sixteenth-century understandings of music, and its
use in religious worship. It then moves on to an investigation of the actual practice of church music in
parish and cathedral churches, before shifting its attention to the people of Elizabethan England, and the
ways in which music both served and shaped the difficult process of Protestantisation. Through an
exploration of these issues, and by reintegrating music back into the Elizabethan church, we gain an
expanded and enriched understanding of the complex evolution of religious identities, and of what it
actually meant to be Protestant in post-Reformation England.
The Northern Rebellion of 1569 - K. Kesselring 2007-10-17
This work offers the first full-length study of the only armed rebellion in Elizabethan England. Addressing
recent scholarship on the Reformation and popular politics, it highlights the religious motivations of the
rebel rank and file, the rebellion's afterlife in Scotland, and the deadly consequences suffered in its
aftermath.
The English Reformation and the Laity - Caroline Litzenberger 2002-05-16
The story of the English Reformation from the viewpoint of ordinary people and their parishes.
Broken Idols of the English Reformation Christ's Churches Purely Reformed - Philip Benedict 2008-10-01
This sweeping and eminently readable book is the first synthetic history of Calvinism in almost fifty years. It
tells the story of the Reformed tradition from its birth in the cities of Switzerland to the unraveling of
orthodoxy amid the new intellectual currents of the seventeenth century. As befits a pan-European
movement, Benedict’s canvas stretches from the British Isles to Eastern Europe. The course and causes of
Calvinism’s remarkable expansion, the inner workings of the diverse national churches, and the theological
debates that shaped Reformed doctrine all receive ample attention. The English Reformation is situated
within the history of continental Protestantism in a way that reveals the international significance of
English developments. A fresh examination of Calvinist worship, piety, and discipline permits an up-to-date
assessment of the classic theories linking Calvinism to capitalism and democracy. Benedict not only paints
a vivid picture of the greatest early spokesmen of the cause, Huldrych Zwingli and John Calvin, but also
restores many lesser-known figures to their rightful place. Ambitious in conception, attentive to detail, this
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book offers a model of how to think about the history and significance of religious change across the long
Reformation era.
Princes, Pastors, and People - Susan Doran 2003
Tracing the many changes in religious life that took place in the turbulent years of the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries, this book explains the major historical controversies surrounding the period.
Broken Idols of the English Reformation - Margaret Aston 2015-11-26
Why were so many religious images and objects broken and damaged in the course of the Reformation?
Margaret Aston's magisterial new book charts the conflicting imperatives of destruction and rebuilding
throughout the English Reformation from the desecration of images, rails and screens to bells, organs and
stained glass windows. She explores the motivations of those who smashed images of the crucifixion in
stained glass windows and who pulled down crosses and defaced symbols of the Trinity. She shows that
destruction was part of a methodology of religious revolution designed to change people as well as places
and to forge in the long term new generations of new believers. Beyond blanked walls and whited windows
were beliefs and minds impregnated by new modes of religious learning. Idol-breaking with its emphasis on
the treacheries of images fundamentally transformed not only Anglican ways of worship but also of seeing,
hearing and remembering.
The Beginnings of English Protestantism - Peter Marshall 2002-05-30
Studies of the English Reformation have tended either to emphasise the vitality of traditional religious
culture, or to shift the focus to the reigns of Elizabeth and the early Stuarts. As a result the men and women
who once seemed central to the story, those who became Protestants in the early and middle decades of the
sixteenth century, have tended to be marginalised. These essays draw attention to those critical early years,
and to the importance of the evangelical movement in the making of England's religious revolution. By
considering themes such as conversion and martyrdom, gender and authority, printing and propaganda,
and the long shadow of medieval religious culture, the authors show early English Protestantism to have
been a complex and many-headed movement. Rather than assuming the onward march of Protestantism,
the essays reveal the unpredictable and deeply-contested process by which an English Protestant identity
came to be formed.
Roots of Reform: Contextual Interpretation of Church Fittings in Norfolk During the English
Reformation - Jason Robert Ladick 2021-06-10
This volume provides a thorough examination of the impact of the English Reformation through a detailed
analysis of medieval and early modern church fittings surviving at parish churches located throughout the
county of Norfolk in England.
The Catholic Imaginary and the Cults of Elizabeth, 1558–1582 - Stephen Hamrick 2016-12-05
Stephen Hamrick demonstrates how poets writing in the first part of Elizabeth I's reign proved
instrumental in transferring Catholic worldviews and paradigms to the cults and early anti-cults of
Elizabeth. Stephen Hamrick provides a detailed analysis of poets who used Petrarchan poetry to transform
many forms of Catholic piety, ranging from confession and transubstantiation to sacred scriptures and
liturgical singing, into a multivocal discourse used to fashion, refashion, and contest strategic political,
religious, and courtly identities for the Queen and for other Court patrons. These poets, writers previously
overlooked in many studies of Tudor culture, include Barnabe Googe, George Gascoigne, and Thomas
Watson. Stephen Hamrick here shows that the nature of the religious reformations in Tudor England
provided the necessary contexts required for Petrarchanism to achieve its cultural centrality and artistic
complexity. This study makes a strong contribution to our understanding of the complex interaction among
Catholicism, Petrachanism, and the second English Reformation.
The Debate on the English Reformation - Rosemary O’Day 2015-11-01
Extensively revised and updated, this new edition of The debate on the English Reformation combines a
discussion of successive historical approaches to the English Reformation with a critical review of recent
debates in the area, offering a major contribution to modern historiography as well as to Reformation
studies. It explores the way in which successive generations have found the Reformation relevant to their
own times and have in the process rediscovered, redefined and rewritten its story. It shows that not only
people who called themselves historians but also politicians, ecclesiastics, journalists and campaigners
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argued about interpretations of the Reformation and the motivations of its principal agents. The author also
shows how, in the twentieth century, the debate was influenced by the development of history as a subject
and, in the twenty-first century, by state control of the academy. Undergraduates, researchers and
lecturers alike will find this an invaluable and essential companion to their studies.
A Daughter's Love - John Guy 2009-03-17
The Whitbread Award–winning author of Queen of Scots presents a “brilliantly observed” dual biography of
Sir Thomas More and his daughter (The New York Times). Sir Thomas More’s life is well known: his
opposition to Henry VIII’s marriage to Anne Boleyn, his arrest for treason, his execution and martyrdom.
Yet a major figure in his life—his beloved daughter Margaret—has been largely airbrushed out of the story.
Margaret was her father’s closest confidant and played a critical role in safeguarding his intellectual
legacy. In A Daughter’s Love, John Guy restores her to her rightful place in Tudor history. Always her
father’s favorite child, Margaret was such an accomplished scholar by age eighteen that her work earned
praise from Erasmus of Rotterdam. She remained devoted to her father after her marriage—and paid the
price in estrangement from her husband. When More was thrown into the Tower of London, Margaret
collaborated with him on his most famous letters from prison, smuggled them out at great personal risk,
and even rescued his head after his execution. Drawing on original sources that have been ignored by
generations of historians, Guy creates a dramatic new portrait of both Thomas More and the daughter
whose devotion secured his place in history.
Historical Dictionary of the Reformation and Counter-Reformation - Hans J. Hillerbrand 2013-04-03

the-english-reformation-and-the-laity-gloucestershire-1540-1580-cambridge-studies-in-early-modern-british-history

The Reformation of the 16th century has always been seen as one of the pivotal events in European history.
Lord Acton, the famous 19th-century British historian, compared the importance of Martin Luther's speech
at the diet at Worms in 1521 with Napoleon's defeat at the Battle of Waterloo in 1813. Lord Acton's may or
may not be an extravagant claim, but it is certainly true that the events of the 16th and 17th centuries, now
called the Reformation and Counter-Reformation, changed forever the religious and political history of the
West. The Historical Dictionary of the Reformation and Counter-Reformation provides a one-volume,
balanced, alternative to the overwhelming amounts of literature on the events of the time and the
theological and political debates that spawned those events.
The Eucharist in Medieval Canon Law - Thomas M. Izbicki 2015-10-14
Thomas Izbicki presents a new examination of the relationship between the adoration of the sacrament and
canon law from the twelfth to fifteenth centuries. The medieval Church believed Christ's glorified body was
present in the Eucharist, the most central of the seven sacraments, and the Real Presence became
explained as transubstantiation by university-trained theologians. Expressions of this belief included the
drama of the elevated host and chalice, as well as processions with a host in an elaborate monstrance on
the Feast of Corpus Christi. These affirmations of doctrine were governed by canon law, promulgated by
popes and councils; and liturgical regulations were enforced by popes, bishops, archdeacons and
inquisitors. Drawing on canon law collections and commentaries, synodal enactments, legal manuals and
books about ecclesiastical offices, Izbicki presents the first systematic analysis of the Church's teaching
about the regulation of the practice of the Eucharist.
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